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The so-called "Democrat" Party -- more accurately designated the New
Communist Party of the USA (NCPUSA) -- is heavily dependent upon
devious and nefarious tactics to advance its ideological ambitions. Its
primary electoral strategy is voter fraud and its secondary electoral
strategy is to brazenly lie. For several recent election cycles, Its THIRD
electoral strategy has been a series of "October Surprises," timed to
achieve an artificial "bounce" in support immediately before an
election.
2008 Sub-Prime Mortgage Crisis: Because the Jews' Media have shielded
their failings for decades, the NCPUSA has never been held accountable
for creating the catastrophic "Sub-Prime Mortgage Crisis" in 2008. Its
seeds were sown in the late 1970s when the NCPUSA controlled the
presidency and both Houses of Congress, allowing it to enact the
Community Reinvestment Act of 1977. This law created racially-based
lending quotas for large, interstate banks, forcing them to lend to
deadbeat minorities with terrible credit histories.
The law was predicated on the false claim that "discriminatory" lending
practices have created America's black "ghettos" rather than violent
crime, vandalism, subsidized housing, laziness and irresponsibility. Its
consequences were TRILLIONS of dollars in defaulted mortgages that
were ultimately assumed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, for which
taxpayers are still paying. The resulting financial crisis generated a major
recession that helped elect America's first black, communist, Muslim and
probably homosexual president, and allowed his NCPUSA to introduce
all kinds of treasonous mischief into the U.S. economy during his
administration. For example, the staffing of the "Deep Sate" with corrupt
and traitorous whores reached its zenith during the Obama regime.

Benghazi (2012): I believe the September 11th, 2012 siege of our
Benghazi Consulate was the Obama Administration's attempt to
generate an "October Surprise" immediately prior to the November
Presidential Election. A terrorist assault on the U.S. Consulate in
Benghazi was both inevitable and eminently predictable. Indeed, it was
probably INVITED: What was not anticipated was that Ambassador
Stevens and three others would be killed, rather than merely taken
hostage.
The attack on an American Consulate and the capture of Consular
Personnel would have afforded Obama a serendipitous opportunity to
negotiate with Libyan Authorities for their release. With the assistance
of the Jews' Media, any successes would have been portrayed as the
greatest humanitarian effort since the Normandy Invasion, and would
probably have secured an Obama reelection landslide and a second
Nobel Peace Prize.
This explains the glaring lack of security at the Benghazi Consulate:
Security Guards in the form of Navy Seals were not issued ammunition
for their weapons; Moreover, Consular personnel had made repeated
and frantic requests for additional security for several months prior to
the attack, only to see their requests rejected each time by the Obama
Administration; And, in addition to the absence of an armed Marine
Guard, a 16-Man security team at the consulate was disbanded and sent
home approximately a month before the attack.
The assault on the Consulate was viewed by the National Security Agency
and State Department in "real time" -- thanks to drone technology -- but
no forces were scrambled to attempt a rescue mission. Even a DC-3 that
could have whisked all Americans away from Benghazi was removed a
month before the attack. Armed "attack drones" could also have been
employed to thwart the assault on the Consulate, but none of these
responses were part of the Obama re-election game plan.

The U.S. Consulate in Benghazi was clearly being used by the Obama
regime to arm anti-Gaddafi forces in Libya. For this reason, Obama was
certain that the rebels attacking the Consulate would be loyal to him, a
fellow Muslim, and follow his "game plan." When the rebels went
"rogue" and murdered Ambassador Stevens and three other Americans,
the Obama regime was forced to resort to those feeble lies about the
assault being "spontaneous" and carried out by Muslims who were
somehow offended by an obscure anti-Islam video posted on YouTube.
2016 Steel Dossier: In 2016, Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign and
the Democrat National Committee conspired to create fraudulent
allegations against candidate Donald Trump using a maze of "cut-outs"
or third parties to hide their criminal conspiracy. The result was the socalled "Steele Dossier," which was filled with salacious allegations -obediently disseminated by the Jews' Media -- that over time would
prove to be entirely fabricated and libelous. It was these false allegations
in the Steele Dossier that provided the "predicate" for a dozen corrupt
Obama holdovers at the DOJ and FBI to repeatedly perjure themselves
before the FISA Court in order to spy on Trump and his campaign.
The Steele Dossier was distributed to communist Jews beginning in midsummer of 2016, just in time for the Jews' Media to do the dirty work of
disseminating it in an attempt to destroy the Presidential ambitions of
Donald Trump and improve those of Hillary Clinton. Fortunately, a
growing sophistication among America's electorate allowed most voters
to smell a rat from the very beginning, thus electing Donald Trump in a
landslide despite the efforts of the Steele Dossier's authors.
2020 COVID Pandemic: We have recently learned that not only did the
Wuhan Institute of Virology create the ChinaVirus, but that the increased
virulence and transmissibility of the virus -- called "gain of function"
research -- was funded by U.S. taxpayers! During the Obama regime in
2014, Anthony Fauci's National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases and the Pentagon conspired to shower millions of dollars in
grants to fund what essentially became China's Virologic Warfare
Program at the Wuhan Lab. This funding was laundered through
EcoHealth Alliance of New York, which in turn directly funded the
Wuhan Lab's research that created the ChinaVirus that has killed 800,000
Americans thus far.
The COVID-19 pandemic was exploited during the 2020
Presidential Election to permit massive voter fraud by giving
"SWING" states -- where the vast majority of U.S. voter fraud occurs
-- an excuse to mass-mail Absentee Ballots to every registered
voter, whether living, dead or illegal. These were then used as a
device to dramatically increase the number of fraudulent votes for
NCPUSA candidates at every level by generating hundreds-ofthousands of fraudulent and forged Absentee Ballots.
The NCPUSA is a political party that is heavily dependent upon “crises”
of their own manufacture to improve their electoral success. The above
examples clearly illustrate one particular electoral strategy, that of an
"October Surprise." In every future election, decent Americans should
be extremely skeptical of supposedly "spontaneous" events that take
place just before an election.

